Abstract-The transient field due to canonical sources in planarly layered media is obtained using a leaky-wave analysis. By proper choice of integration paths in both the complex frequency and complex wavenumber planes, transient fields are obtained exactly as a temporal inversion integral over a discrete sum of residues. The residues include both proper and improper surface-wave modes, analytically continued into the complex frequency plane. The method is applicable for all times of interest, although for certain source-receiver locations an "early-time" period is identified which encompasses the specular reflection from the nearest interface, and during which time the residue series requires special treatment. The presented analysis leads to a computationally simple and efficient method for obtaining transient fields due to sources in layered media. Results are shown for the transient potential due to line and point sources over a grounded dielectric slab, although the technique is applicable to multiple planar layers.
I. INTRODUCTION

T
RANSIENT analysis of fields due to nonharmonic sources is a classic area of electromagnetic theory, and is regaining importance in light of the current emphasis on ultrawideband radars and high clock-rate digital processors, among other applications. In this paper, we present an efficient and physically insightful leaky-wave analysis of the transient radiation from line and point sources embedded in layered media.
There are basically two classes of techniques for solving transient electromagnetics problems. One method involves solving Maxwell's equations directly in the time-domain, either in differential (e.g., finite-difference time-domain) or integral (e.g., time-domain integral equation) form. Another general technique is to solve Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain and perform an inverse Fourier transform to recover the time-domain fields. Regarding the latter method, a large number of papers have appeared involving layered-media geometries. In [1] and [2] , a double deformation technique was applied to the problem of line and point sources in dispersive layered media. This method consists of a steepest descent evaluation of both the spatial-wavenumber and temporal-frequency inversion integrals associated with the time-domain solution. In [3] - [5] , a method was developed to treat sources in dispersive layered media, with the spatial inversion performed subsequent to the temporal inversion, leading to the concept of time-domain leaky modes. In [6] , an explicit inversion technique based on the Cagniard-de-Hoop method was applied to a line-source in a lossless two-media configuration. The case of a line source in a lossy two-media configuration was analyzed in [7] using a semi-numerical implementation of the Cagniard integration contour. A recent paper [8] considered a multilayer lossless environment using a seminumerical Cagniard-de-Hoop method. In [9] , some closed-form expressions were obtained for a point source over an anisotropic lossless interface. In [10] and [11] , exact image theory was used for the analysis of dipoles in the presence of a lossless dielectric interface. Many other relevant works may be found in the references of these papers.
In this paper, we expand on a method developed in the geophysical literature [12] - [15] and subsequently applied to the electromagnetic TE line-source problem [16] . The method involves evaluating the spatial-wavenumber inversion integral using complex-plane analysis, resulting in a frequency-domain field in the form of a discrete residue series and a continuous branch-cut integral. Upon deformation of the temporal-frequency plane inversion contour and inclusion of improper modes in the residue series, the transient branch-cut integral contribution is shown to vanish (for certain times). The resulting time-domain field is obtained as a temporal inversion of the residue series, which leads to rapidly convergent, one-dimensional integrals. Although the analytical details required to develop the method are involved, the result is simple, physically insightful, and easy to implement on a computer. The method leads to an efficient computation of the transient field due to a source in a layered medium and is applicable to multilayered, lossy media, although numerical results are only presented for the case of a grounded dielectric slab.
This paper begins with a summary of the properties of surface-waves on a grounded dielectric slab when frequency is continued into the complex plane, followed by the leaky-wave analysis. Since the direct source-to-receiver contribution may be calculated in closed form, the method is applied to all other wave-field contributions, which physically represent waves reflected from the various interfaces, and may include lateral wave contributions.
An important contribution of this paper is to clarify the "early-time" and "late-time" interpretation of the residue series. The analysis presented in [12] - [15] is developed for all time , where represents the least travel-time of the first arriving wavefield component. In these papers, which consider multiple dielectric layers, the source and observation points are always in different layers. In [16] , the problem of a TE line-source over a grounded dielectric slab is considered using this method, where the direct contribution is found analytically and the contribution from the dielectric slab is obtained using leaky-waves. However, in this case (source and observation point in the same layer) it is shown here that two distinct time intervals must be considered, called early-time and late-time. The residue series is only applicable during late-time, and its application during early-time, which includes the specular reflection from the nearest interface, leads to erroneous numerical results. This was confirmed by comparison to the numerical results from a fullwave method. For this reason, the numerical results in [16] for this early-time period are incorrect. It is shown here that a simple modification of the residue terms allow for an accurate calculation of the early-time response as well, and with this modification, the transient fields may be calculated as a modified residue series for all .
II. FORMULATION
A. Complex Frequency-Plane Singularities of Background Waveguide
Knowledge of the complex frequency-plane singularities associated with the discrete surface-wave modes of a laterally infinite, planarly layered structure is important in understanding the leaky-wave analysis to follow. For simplicity, we consider the modes associated with a single grounded lossless slab, although the analysis is similar for any number of planar layers, excepting the single interface case which may be treated analytically. Although the complex frequency plane forms an infinitely sheeted surface for the discrete surface-wave modes, in the following the terms proper and improper sheet exclusively refer to the two-sheeted Riemann surface in the propagation wavenumber plane. For the structure depicted in Fig. 1 The usual procedure to obtain surface-wave modes is to set a frequency value and search for the value of radial wavenumber such that . This leads to the implicitly defined dispersion function , which provides the dispersion behavior for the th mode on the proper or improper Riemann sheet. In this paper, for TM -even modes and for TE -odd modes.
For illustrative purposes to explain the pole dynamics, in this section we consider the TM -even modes of a lossless slab. A detailed analysis of the complex frequency-plane singularities for these modes is given in [18] and references therein; however, for completeness a summary will be provided here. To be consistent with [18] , in this section modes associated with a grounded slab (Fig. 1 ) of thickness cm characterized by , , and will be described. The various singularities and special points in the right-half complex frequency plane for the TM -even modes are shown in Fig. 2 . Although Fig. 2 is quite complicated, an understanding of this figure completely explains all possible modal interactions as frequency is varied in the complex plane.
We first consider the case . An infinite set of discrete improper modes exist. Actually, corresponding to each different four different propagation constants [roots of (1) for where in (3) and in the sequel, we dispense with the double-index notation for simplicity. For (i.e., the TM mode, which has no low-frequency cutoff), . The configuration of modes for is depicted in Fig. 3 of [18] . In the following, we will call a mode and its (initial, i.e., for ) conjugate a mode pair, designated as , i.e., modes originating in the first and fourth quadrants for form one mode pair, and modes in the second and third quadrants form another mode pair. Note that the conjugate symmetry observed in (3) is generally lost when . As frequency is increased from along the positive real axis shown in Fig. 2 , moves away from the origin along the real-axis, always staying on the proper sheet. Each of the modes in a mode pair for follow a trajectory maintaining conjugate symmetry until the point, is reached. At this point the modes in the pair meet on the real axis, temporarily forming a second-order root of (1). Between and (the cutoff frequency) the modes in the pair move in different directions along the real-axis. The mode which moves away from the origin remains on the improper Riemann sheet for all real frequencies . The other mode, which initially moves toward the origin along the realaxis, passes through the -plane branch point when and moves onto the proper -plane Riemann sheet. As frequency further increases, that mode (the usual proper surface-wave mode) moves along the real-axis away from the origin, becoming asymptotic to for large frequency. This dispersion behavior is shown in [18, Fig. 4 ].
In the -plane the points (which may be called the leaky-mode cutoff frequency since below this frequency one obtains the traditional leaky modes) are branch points for the mode pair , although the cutoff frequencies are not branch points. The branch points are located on the real-axis for lossless media, near to and at a value less than the well-known cutoff frequency points , and can be found numerically from [18] and [19] (4) subject to the nonzero condition (5) where . It was pointed out in [19] that (4) and (5) are sufficient conditions to guarantee is a branch point. When one allows frequency to be complex, in this case to perform transient analysis, many interesting features emerge. First, we discuss the concept of generalized cutoff frequencies, originally introduced in [18] .
The usual definition of modal cutoff in open boundary waveguides is obtained by considering the real-valued frequency at which an improper mode moves through a -plane branch point to become a proper mode (residing on the proper -plane sheet), as described earlier. Of course, it is not necessary for a mode to pass through the -plane branch point to move between -plane Riemann sheets. Any frequency path that causes the mode to cross the hyperbolic -plane branch cuts (2) will result in a transition between improper and proper -plane Riemann sheets. Complex frequencies at which the mode crosses the -plane branch cut are called generalized cutoff frequencies (in the case of real this reduces to the usual definition of cutoff frequency). These generalized cutoff frequencies will satisfy (1), along with the additional condition . Unfortunately, this does not lead to an explicit formula for the locus of generalized cutoff frequencies, but rather yields three real equations in three real unknowns ( , , and or ). The generalized cutoff loci for several low-order modes were determined numerically for the slab under consideration and are shown in Fig. 2 . The solid lines (passing through the ordinary cutoff points ) represent the locus of frequencies at which one of the modes from the th mode pair (indicated by the double-headed arrow in the figure) crosses the -plane branch cuts. The other mode of the pair remains on the improper sheet. Note that this notion of a generalized cutoff loci is not unique in that other -plane branch cuts will result in other generalized cutoff frequency loci, all passing through for the th mode. The choice shown here, consistent with the usual hyperbolic -plane branch cuts, is perhaps the most physically meaningful. Which mode of the pair passes onto the proper sheet depends upon the path in the frequency plane. In fact, this observation is crucial to the leaky-wave analysis presented later. As also discussed later, in performing the transient analysis, we require that the Fourier (temporal) inversion contour lie in the shaded strip shown in Fig. 3 . Starting at and passing below the branch points (along the path in Fig. 3 ) results in the modes originating in the first and third quadrants (for ) of the -plane passing onto the proper Riemann sheet. This is shown in Fig. 4 , where the mode trajectories for the modes are shown in the complex -plane parameterized by frequency. Passing above the branch points (along the path in Fig. 3 ) results in the modes originating in the fourth and second quadrants of the -plane passing onto the proper Riemann sheet, as shown in Fig. 5 . For reasons discussed later the path is the correct path for the leaky-wave analysis. Near the terminus of the solid lines in Fig. 2 lie branch points that separate the th mode from the negative of the th mode (i.e., separates and ), designated as . These points connect the th and th modes such that a complete rotation about results in the smooth interchange of the th and th modes. As such, are first-order branch points for the th and th modes. The dashed lines beginning near the points represent generalized cutoff loci where other modes change Riemann sheets, as indicated in the figure and explained in more detail in [18] .
Another type of frequency-plane branch point occurs as well. The branch points shown in Fig. 2 denote frequency points where modes and coalesce [18] , obviously at . These are obtained as which are first-order branch points for a mode pair consisting of a mode and its negative.
The generalized cutoff frequency loci and the branch points and in the upper half frequency plane separate the second and fourth quadrant modes (identified relative to their "initial" location for ), whereas those points and loci in the lower half frequency plane separate the first and third quadrant modes. Note that the complex frequency plane is infinitely sheeted, with branch points generally connecting only certain sheets. For TE -odd modes , , and branch points similarly occur. In general, the aforementioned modal behavior occurs for multiple dielectric layers, with or without ground planes. Further details and numerical values for the first several branch points are provided in [18] .
It is important to note that the various -plane singularities described earlier are associated with the modal dispersion function and are not necessarily singularities of the field or potential itself (the effects of various singularities may cancel in the complete field representation). For instance, the branch points are singularities of the th mode pairs and of their associated residues, as well as the sum of residues, but these points are not singularities of the deformed branch cut integrals described below. Moreover, based on causality, the Green's function must be analytic in the lower-half frequency plane.
B. Leaky-Wave Analysis
In this paper, we are interested in computing the electric (magnetic) time-domain scattered potential (6) where indicates an inverse temporal Fourier transform. A vertical electric (magnetic) dipole source (7) leads to , where
with . A horizontal electric (magnetic) line-source (9) leads to , where
with . The coefficients account for the interaction of the source with the layered medium (for a source in free-space ). The coefficients for a grounded dielectric slab have the form (11) whereas for a source over multiple dielectric layers the general forms (8) and (10) are valid, although different coefficients need to be utilized. For a source embedded inside a finite layer the dependence in (8) and (10) will also be altered. The leaky-wave analysis will be developed for the line-source case, with the point source case (8) requiring straightforward modifications. We consider the generic integral (12) where the integration path is over , as indicated in Fig. 6 .
For , complex-plane analysis and Cauchy's theorem lead to (13) where represents the th residue, indicates one of the coefficients (11), , is the number of above-cutoff surface wave modes (one shown in Fig. 6) , is the propagation constant of the th surface wave mode, and indicates the path around the branch cut. The contribution from the integration over vanishes by proper choice of the branch cuts associated with , leading to Re everywhere on the top Riemann sheet of the -plane.
Considering the Fourier transform pair (14) where (the last equality follows from the assumption that the time-domain quantity is real-valued) leads to the time-domain scattered potential . Let the ordinary Fourier inversion path in (14) , parallel to and slightly below the real -axis, be defined as (15) where is generally taken to be small. This path is depicted in Fig. 3 as . To proceed with the leaky-wave analysis, we first establish the fact that since the integrand of (12) is a continuous function of both and for and and is a regular analytic function of at each point , then by a well-known theorem concerning functions defined by integrals [22, pp. 107-108] , is a regular analytic function of for . Now, define to be the horizontal strip between the branch points as depicted in Fig. 3 for all . As frequency varies in this strip the location of the -plane singularities move correspondingly. For instance, as Im becomes positive the -plane poles and branch points migrate across the real-axis. However, by the same theorem [22, pp. 107-108] mentioned above, the path of frequency variation (i.e., the temporal transform inversion) can move about in this horizontal strip and for any such path will be a regular analytic function of as long as the spatial inversion contour stays on the same side of the -plane singularities as these points migrate with varying frequency. For example, if frequency is varied along the path in Fig. 3 , the spatial inversion contour is as shown in Fig. 6 , but if frequency is varied along the path in Fig. 3 , the spatial inversion contour must be deformed to stay above the migrating singular- Fig. 6 . Complex analysis in the -plane for evaluation of (12) leading to (13) . Original integration contour 0 is deformed into the upper-half plane for (x0x ) > 0 such that the integral (12) is found as a branch cut integral and a sum of residues via Cauchy's theorem. "X" denotes proper, above-cutoff surface-wave modes (one shown), and "" denotes improper, below-cutoff surface wave modes, located on the bottom sheet (one shown). The insert depicts the contour of frequency variation 0 , which is below the real-axis branch point singularities ! , where all branch point singularities are depicted as solid dots in the insert.
ities, as shown in Fig. 7 . Therefore, we may deform the path into the path in Fig. 3 , defined to be
For reasons described later, we take as the Fourier inversion contour in the leaky-wave analysis to follow. Now, as frequency is varied along the temporal inversion contour , the branch-cut integral may be discontinuous as surface-wave modes cross the branch cut and move from the improper to the proper Riemann sheet in the -plane. When this happens, the surface-wave mode begins to contribute to as a residue contribution in the discrete summation, offsetting the discontinuity in the branch cut integral and maintaining continuity of . It order to make the integral (branch cut) contribution to vanish, which is the goal of the leaky-wave formulation, it is necessary to make an entire function in the upper-half -plane. Following [12] , additional integration segments on the improper -plane sheet are added to the branch-cut integration in (13) . The contour encloses in a counter-clockwise direction the improper modes which eventually become proper modes and is such that the new contour is never crossed as modes migrate from the improper sheet onto the proper Riemann sheet. The deformed contour as well as the deformed branch cut is depicted in Fig. 7 . The resulting integral will then be continuous as a function of frequency and is, in fact, an entire function of in the upper-half frequency plane as described in [12, App.] . The additional contribution to (13) from the integration is offset by including residues in the summation corresponding to the improper modes encircled by the paths , leading to (17) for , where the summation includes all proper modes and all improper modes originating in the second quadrant of the -plane for sufficiently low frequency (these are analytically continuous to proper modes; see Fig. 5 ). The integration is now over , which includes the branch-cut on the top Riemann sheet and the excursions around the improper surface-wave modes on the bottom sheet as shown in Fig. 7 (one shown). The summation and integration in (17) are now separately continuous functions of .
The new inversion contour is used rather than the usual Fourier inversion contour because, as described in Section II-A, as frequency varies along , it is the improper modes originating in the first and third quadrants of the -plane which eventually emerge as proper surface-wave modes (for large Fig. 7 . Complex analysis in -plane for evaluation of (12) leading to (17) . Original integration contour is deformed into the upper-half plane for (x 0x ) > 0 such that the integral (12) is found as a branch cut integral over 0 on the top sheet, and integral over contour 0 on the bottom sheet, and an infinite sum of residues, both proper "X" on the top sheet and improper "" on the bottom sheet. The insert depicts the contour of frequency variation 0 , which is below the upper ! branch points but above the real-axis branch points ! .
Re
ultimately residing in the forth and second quadrants of the -plane, respectively, see Fig. 4 ). Noting that modes in the third quadrant are such that Im as for the TM -even modes, and for all for the TE -odd modes, the factor is unbounded and the summation over improper modes will not converge [for the same problem arises with the first quadrant modes, which are captured by the necessary lower-half -plane closure]. However, as frequency varies along it is the improper modes which originate in the second and forth quadrants of the -plane which eventually become the above-cutoff proper modes [in this case for large ultimately residing in the third and first quadrants of the -plane, respectively; see Fig. 5 ], leading to a convergent sum in (17) . All TE -odd and TM -even modes have similar behavior excepting the first TM mode which does not have a low-frequency cutoff. Note that the temporal integration contour is located within the strip shown in Fig. 3 since in passing outside of this strip the branch points are encircled, leading to an interchange of each mode with its negative, which leads to the wrong mode being captured in the residue evaluation.
It is important to note that the correct -plane branch cuts to choose for are shown in Fig. 7 (solid lines emanating from ) and are the cuts that are smoothly continuous to the usual hyperbolic cuts for shown in Fig. 6 . These correct cuts are not the "proper" cuts that are defined by Re and that would result in the top sheet being everywhere proper (for illustrative purposes these "proper" cuts are also shown in Fig. 7 as dotted lines emanating from ). The central area in Fig. 7 formed by the boundaries of the "proper" cuts and the correct cuts for this problem has Re on the top sheet, whereas outside of this area on the top sheet Re . Even though the radiation condition is not satisfied everywhere on the top Riemann sheet (which is at some level commiserate with the fact that we invoke leaky modes), the correctness of the branch cuts shown in Fig. 7 can be deduced from the requirement that continuity must be maintained as the frequency-plane path is deformed. As the -plane branch points at migrate across the real-axis, the spatial inversion path is moved correspondingly to remain on the same side of the -plane branch points, to maintain continuity. For this reason, the branch cut in the right-half -plane, for instance, must continue to be below the path , as shown in Fig. 7 . Also note that the "proper" cuts suddenly flip direction as the branch point crosses the realaxis, and if allowed to do so would suddenly cross the inversion contour, leading to a discontinuity. Furthermore, the correct branch cut must also approach the line Re as Im in order for the contribution from to vanish via Jordan's lemma, and so vertical branch-cuts, which were described in [12] and [16] , are not appropriate.
In order to eliminate the integral contribution in (17) and determine the resulting time-domain scattered potential as a discrete sum of modes, two characteristic times are defined. Define as the least-travel time for a disturbance from the source to reach the observer subsequent to specular reflection from the air-dielectric interface, and as the least-travel time for a disturbance from the source to reach the observer subsequent to the first reflection from the ground plane. It is easy to see that . Note that any of the coefficients in (11) can be written as (18) where is introduced in the Appendix [see (24) ] and the first term represents an early-time reflection coefficient (involving the specular reflection from the air-dielectric interface of the grounded dielectric slab via the numerator ). The potential (17) is written as (19) The integral associated with will be called the early-time branch cut, whereas the integral associated with will be called the late-time branch cut.
For it is obvious that . As described in the Appendix, for , the contribution from the early-time branch cut integral in (19) vanishes, and the contribution from the late-time branch cut integral in (19) cancels with the corresponding residue term (the residue term associated with ). The complete early-time transient potential is computed as (20) where , which represents the transient residue contribution from the th surface wave mode. In (20) , only the first term of (18) is used, and we denote this as the early-time residue series. For this term Re , although the sign of is immaterial for the coefficient . For , it is shown in Appendix that the contributions from both integrals in (19) vanish, and the complete transient potential is computed from (21) using the coefficient , which is henceforth called the late-time residue series, leading to the late-time potential . The final waveform as calculated via the leaky-wave analysis is then given as (22) where is the usual Heaviside function.
In general, will include both proper and improper spectral contributions. For and for the point-source solution (8), the -plane path is closed in the lower-half plane. For the point-source case an analogous method leads to . Note that in (20) we have interchanged the order of the inversion integral and the summation, which is acceptable assuming that the series is appropriately convergent.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The geometry is depicted in Fig. 1 , showing a source located at and observation point . The time-dependence of the source is chosen as the Rayleigh wavelet [3] Re Im where , such that . For the results shown here , with the normalized source waveform shown in Fig. 8 .
In all figures, the scattered transient potentials are shown. In Fig. 9 , transient potentials computed via fullwave (double numerical integration) and leaky-mode methods are shown for a grounded slab having (air), , , cm, cm, and cm. In Fig. 9(a) , the normalized potential is shown for an electric line-source. Note that during early-time the early-time residue series is in very good agreement with the fullwave method. Alternately, the early-time potential could also be computed using the fullwave method with the coefficient corresponding to that of a single interface, since this wavefront corresponds to the specular reflection from the top interface of the slab. In fact, this single interface (early-time) response can be determined in closed form [21] .
Late time begins when the reflection from the ground plane reaches the observer. The time-interval from source to receiver via this path is calculated as , yet the source actually turns on at approximately , and so the arrival from the ground-plane reflection should occur at approximately , as indicated in the figure. Note that the turn-on time for this particular source is somewhat difficult to specify. The waveform in Fig. 8 exhibits a slight peak around (not shown due to the scale of the figure) before falling steeply to negative values, and this peak was chosen as the turn-on time for the waveform.
During late-time, the late-time residue series agree very well with the fullwave (double numerical integration) method. It should be emphasized that for , the late-time residues cancel with the associated late-time branch cut contribution. These residues are nevertheless plotted in this time interval so that it may be observed that at , they begin to represent the correct solution (for the late-time branch cut vanishes).
In Fig. 9 (a)-(d), similar results are shown for a magnetic linesource, an electric point-source, and a magnetic point-source, respectively. In all cases the leaky-wave solution agrees with the fullwave solution during the appropriate time interval.
It should be noted that this type of behavior, where the late-time or full residue series begins to agree with the fullwave solution at the onset of late-time is identical to that observed in the singularity-expansion method (SEM) literature [23] (see, e.g., the figures in [24] ), which was originally developed to evaluate plane-wave transient scattering from objects. While the leaky-wave analysis presented here is not SEM, it has some resemblance to SEM since both methods utilize complex frequency-plane singularities and Cauchy's theorem to evaluate transient fields. In [25] , the SEM analysis of plane-wave scattering from a grounded slab is presented. Similar early-time and late-time concepts are found to be necessary, including the decomposition of fields into two terms, each of which is evaluated by closure of the frequency-domain inversion contour by semicircles in opposing half-planes as described in the Appendix. Since the work in [25] concerns a plane-wave scattering problem, and here we consider a near-field diffraction problem, it is not surprising that the governing physics is somewhat similar.
In Fig. 10 , the transient potential evaluated inside a grounded slab at cm due to a magnetic dipole source outside the slab at cm is shown. In this case, the observation point is sufficiently near to the ground plane to allow modes to establish themselves by the time the first wavefield reaches the observation point, and there is no need for the concept of early-time.
It can be seen that the leaky-wave method leads to an efficient computation of the transient potential, which necessitates only the numerical evaluation of rapidly convergent one-dimensional (1-D) integrals. The number of modes required for an accurate solution is often quite small and will depend both on the geometry and the driving source function in question. For example, although 30 modes were used to generate the numerical results shown in Fig. 9 , ten modes yielded essentially the same result. Even fewer modes lead to good accuracy for the early-time response. In the numerical solution, the dispersion behavior of these modes was precomputed once for the geometry of interest, which took just a few seconds on a modern personal computer. For the fullwave results the potential was calculated over the contour (15) with , and for the leaky-wave results the potential was calculated over the contour (16) with . It is difficult to directly compare computation times, since no effort was made to optimize the fullwave computation. However, the leaky-mode method, which entails a 1-D integration of a rapidly convergent series, was more than an order of magnitude faster than the fullwave computation. Note also that the final expression (22) is very easy to compute, involving simply a sum over all proper surface waves and all improper modes originating in quadrant two (four) in the wavenumber plane for the line-source (point-source) cases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a method to compute the transient potential due to currents in layered media using a leaky-wave analysis. The method relies on properties of the proper and improper surface-wave modes when frequency is analytically continued into the complex frequency plane. It was shown that this method is efficient and physically insightful, consisting simply of an inverse temporal transform of a modal residue series. The concept of early-time and late-time intervals was presented, similar to that found in the SEM literature. It was shown that the leaky-wave method can be correctly formulated for all time intervals of interest if the reflection coefficient occurring in the residue series is appropriately modified for early-time. Numerical results were presented which demonstrate the accuracy of the method.
APPENDIX VANISHING OF THE BRANCH CUT COMPONENT
Here we show that for the transient response due to a canonical source can be expressed purely as a inverse Fourier transform of a residue series. We consider an electric line-source; details for the other three cases of interest follow in a similar fashion.
We rewrite the reflection coefficient as
where . Upon introducing the ray parameter in the spatial-wavenumber branch cut integrals in (19) , these integrals take the form (25) where (26) with as the mapping of the branch-cut contour into the -plane, , , , , , , and . We consider closing the integral contour in (25) with a semicircle either in the upper-half or lower-half complex frequency plane. In order to justify this closure and to pick the appropriate half-plane (upper or lower), we approximate (26) for using the method of steepest descents. Assuming that is slowly varying compared to the exponential term , we approximate (26) as (27) where the saddle-point satisfies the condition . The early-time saddle-point is and the position for the late-time saddle-point can be shown to obey Note that and . It is easy to check the special case such that , and therefore, and , which clearly define times associated with the reflection from the dielectric interface and the ground plane, respectively.
The integrand of (25) then becomes
For , we consider the two terms in (28) separately. For the first term, which is associated with early-time, based on the factor , we close the Fourier inversion path with a semicircle of infinite radius in the upper-half frequency plane. There is no contribution from the integral over the infinite semicircle. Since the branch cut integral is a regular analytic function in the upper-half frequency plane as described previously, the transient contribution from the first term in (28) vanishes.
For the second term in (28), which is associated with late-time, the factor dictates closure of the Fourier inversion path in the lower-half frequency plane, with no contribution from the integration over the infinite semicircle. However, the branch cut integral is not necessarily analytic in the lower-half frequency plane, and so by Cauchy's theorem, there is a nonzero contribution to the transient response. However, this nonzero contribution must cancel with the associated term in the leaky-mode residue summation (associated with the partial reflection coefficient ) since it can be shown, using (12) with , that the scattered potential associated with identically vanishes for . Therefore, during this time period the complete transient response is given by (20) . For , we close the Fourier inversion path in the upper-half frequency plane for both terms, based on the exponential factors in (28), such that during this time period the entire branch cut integral vanishes, and the complete transient response is given by (21) . Note that in this analysis we have assumed for simplicity.
